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INSPIRATION

Above: Clouds
A priest contemplates the sunrise outside an ancient church in the high mountains of Tigray, Ethiopia. Many priests
choose to live for decades alone in these ‘basilicas in the sky’, making the long climb to the valley below only
infrequently. The find peace in solitude and feel closer to God.
Right: River
Priest Aregawi Wolde Mariam looks down at a dry river valley below an ancient church in Tigray, the heartland
of Orthodox Christianity in Ethiopia. A perilous, vertical ascent with a sheer drop of hundreds of meters takes
visitors to the entrance after several hours climbing. Local people however, both young and old, ascend with
ease, instinctively reaching the foot- holds moulded by steps of pilgrims for thousands of years. Tigray’s rocky
cliffs are dotted with hundreds of cave churches like this, hand carved in around the 6th century AD.
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INSPIRATION

‘The atmosphere is surreal,
biblical and timeless.’
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Crimson Tide

INSPIRATION

‘It’s like unwrapping Christmas
presents in that you never know
what you’re going to get. Or if you’re
going to get anything at all.’

How has the coronavirus pandemic
affected your photography and
business?
I have two sources of income as a professional
landscape photographer. One is teaching the
workshops I’ve been doing since 2005. They were
suspended, of course, but I’m back doing them
now [in June].
The second is my gallery at Mornington
[on Victoria’s Mornington Peninsula], which
opened 18 months ago. When COVID-19
happened, it closed for six weeks, and
reopening it with the ‘four square metres
per person’ rule wasn’t a problem because it
covers 60-odd square metres, with not many
people in it at any one time.
Due to the state borders being closed and
home isolation precautions, I haven’t been able
to travel to shoot more of the abstract aerial
landscapes I’ve been concentrating on for
about five years.

How has business been since the
gallery reopened?
We’ve actually had quite strong sales.
People have been wanting to get out and
about, and photographers haven’t been able
to do any photographing, so they’ve been coming
in to get their fix. Also, people have been sitting

around at home or renovating, so they’ve had
a lot of time to think about putting photography
on the walls. In some cases, specifically my
photography, because they already have some
of it on their walls.

my homework and get the right area at the
right time, I can come away with half a dozen
absolutely beautiful images worthy of hanging
in the gallery. You can spend all day on the
ground with a drone and not get a decent shot.

Why did you decide to concentrate
on abstract aerial photography?

What do you mean by ‘homework’?

I find it far more artistic than anything I can
shoot on the ground. I was a panoramic
landscape photographer for about 15 years,
inspired by the likes of Ken Duncan and Peter
Lik. I’ve been shooting from the air on occasion
since 1996, but nothing as concentrated and
intense as what I’m doing now.
In the last four or five years, that’s been
over Lake Eyre in South Australia, Shark Bay
in Western Australia, and I’ve been to Iceland,
and Namibia several times. I’ve done a fair bit
of work in Karijini National Park, the Kimberley,
around Broome and Kununurra [all in WA].
Also Tasmania in years gone by.

Why do you prefer shooting from
planes and helicopters as opposed
to using a drone?
It’s higher, of course, and far more exciting
in a plane or helicopter. You can cover much
more ground, so it’s more productive. If I do

Researching online with Instagram, Facebook,
Google Earth, satellite maps, etc. While I don’t
want to get up there and waste my time, I don’t
like to research to the nth degree. I like the
element of surprise. I might ask the pilot
if they’ve seen anything cool lately, or show
them some examples on my phone. Or we
just head to a generally good area and look for
the unexpected.

The choice of shots in Australia must
be vast.
For sure. Just take Lake Eyre. I’ve flown over
it in a light plane for more than 60 hours,
for up to four hours at a time, and I rarely get
to kick back and relax. The variety of abstract
landscapes is incredible and I’ll never feel
I’ve seen everything. It’s always changing in
terms of the water conditions and aridity,
the weather, the colours and light. We’ll do
several orbits of an area before moving off to
scan for something else.
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INSPIRATION

Saltworks
24
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INSPIRATION

Nature's Eye

‘My eye is always running
around the edge of the frame
to make sure everything I
want, and nothing else, is in
the shot.’
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INSIDER

Above: Effective stabilisation in both the camera
body and the lens enabled this wide-angle shot to be
captured with the camera hand-held at an exposure
of two seconds at f/5. Subjects that moved during the
exposure are blurred, but the rest is pin-sharp.
Left: This illustration shows the effect of different crop
factors on the area covered at a specific focal length
– and the resulting effective focal length adjustment.
The main image was taken with a 35mm sensor
camera, while the rectangular outlines show the area
covered by a sensor with a 1.5x crop factor, a 2x crop
factor and a 2.7x crop factor (working inwards).
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INSIDER

‘Shooting in low light levels
requires a good understanding of
the limitations of the equipment
you are using.’
allowing for the likelihood that the maximum
aperture available with a ‘full frame’ lens will
probably be wider than lenses for smaller formats.
Interestingly, crop factors can be an advantage
for macro photography where you want a wide
depth of focus, although you’ll still need to
compensate for the reduced amount of light
reaching the sensor. Increasing the exposure
time is one way to compensate; increasing ISO
is the other. Both have consequences.
Longer exposures risk blurring from
camera shake, an issue that is addressed by
stabilisation. Raising sensitivity increases image
noise. Both these issues are addressed below.

Stabilisation
These days, most camera and lens manufacturers
build optical stabilisation into either their camera
bodies or their lenses – and increasingly, both.
The exception is for very wide-angle lenses, where
any blurring due to camera shake will probably be
insignificant in the light of the wide angle of view
delivered by the lens. If present, it would only be
visible if the image was substantially enlarged.
Sony and Olympus were the leaders in
sensor-shift stabilisation, while most other
manufacturers relied on stabilised lenses, in
which a 'floating' element (or group of elements)
is used to redirect the path of the exposing light
in response to camera movement detected by
gyro sensors. But this is changing and, in the
latest cameras, the sensor and lens stabilisers
can work together to increase the effectiveness
of the system.
Improvements to the gyro systems that detect
motion and the motors that adjust the sensor
or stabilising element in the lens have enabled
many recent camera/lens combinations to offer
shake correction levels of six to eight f-stops or
more plus steadying across five axes: up/down,
pitch/yaw and rotation. Longer lenses require
more correction than lenses with wide angles of
view but it should still be possible to use shutter
speeds as slow as 1/50 or 1/15 second with
a 200mm lens hand-held, although you can't
guarantee every shot will be pin-sharp.

These two photographs were taken of similar-sized subjects with the same effective focal length and aperture
setting. Note the much greater depth of field in the image captured with the M4/3 camera, compared with the
‘full frame’ camera.
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OUTPUT TIPS

Printer profiles
Printer profiles are specific to the printer,
paper and ink that is being used. The wrong
profile will result in poor print quality and
increase the potential for a lot of paper and ink
wastage. To help users of their products, all
printer manufacturers provide ‘canned’ profiles
for a range of papers (usually carrying the

same brand as the printers) that can be
used with each printer in their line-up.
These profiles will be installed automatically
when you load the printer’s driver and will
show up whenever you click on the Properties
tab before making a print. They will also be
accessible through your image editor whenever
you print an image. Most printer drivers are set to

A typical profile dropdown Media Type menu for a wide format desktop printer. All these profiles have been
pre-set by the printer manufacturer and apply to the manufacturer’s papers.

This illustration shows the correct colour management settings (circled in red) when you are using a canned
profile and want the printer to handle colour management.
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open with a default profile which is chosen by the
printer manufacturer as the most likely paper to
be used or the best paper match for the printer’s
ink set. Other profiles can be selected from the
dropdown menu if you choose a different paper.
By default, most printers are set to work only
with the media listed in the selection dropdown
menu installed with the printer driver. Usually
there is quite a long list of compatible media so
it is easy to scroll down until you see the name
of the paper you’re using. Selecting one of the
papers will tell the printer’s driver to use the
‘canned’ profile for that paper.
When using one of the canned profiles,
the printer driver can also control colour
management via its default settings. Printing in
this way is recommended when your image
editor does not support ICC profiles. Make sure
the Mode setting in the main page of the driver
is set to ICM (Image Colour Management). If your
editing software supports colour management,
“Printer Manages Colors’ should appear in
the colour management section of the printing
user interface.
If you plan to use paper from a different
manufacturer than your printer – say, Ilford
paper in an Epson printer – you can often
choose the closest equivalent from the
dropdown list and expect to obtain satisfactory
results. However, if you have a profile for the
Ilford paper it’s better to turn off the printer’s
colour management and let your editing
software control the colour management.
It’s really important to understand that while
colour management can be controlled by your
photo software or the printer driver software, it
can never be controlled by both. If you set up
a situation where both systems are trying to
control colour output, you will get undesirable
colour casts in your prints.
Because this is a really critical step, you
should double check it every time you make a
print. If you don’t, you’ll waste paper, ink and
time and end up with substandard output.
Check the illustration on this page for the two
settings (circled in red) that MUST be checked.
If you’re using an image editor and want to
pick a specific profile that’s not provided by the
printer manufacturer, you must download it from
the paper manufacturer and install it in your
computer’s profiles library. All reputable paper
manufacturers provide free downloads that
cover profiles for most popular printers. They also
provide instruction sheets covering how to install
and select the profiles for each printer.

OUTPUT TIPS

‘Several factors
will influence
print quality.’
As long as the profile has been installed
in the right place in your computer, software
applications that support ICC profiles should be
able to locate it and will automatically include
it in their dropdown menus. You just have to
click on it and select it. Note: many profiles
have identifiers that don’t necessarily provide
a clear representation of the name of the paper.
Make sure you know the correct identifier for
each paper you’ll be using.

What makes a good profile?
There are several key factors in profiles that will
influence the quality of print output. Good profiles
will show all the following characteristics:
1. Accuracy. Reproduction of hues and
tones should be as close as possible to what
you remember from the original scene you
photographed. Note: when assessing prints
it is important to allow for the substantial
differences in tonal range between an image
you see on the screen and the same image
printed on paper. Screens support a dynamic
range at least ten times greater than paper.
A typical contrast ratio for a monitor or TV
screen is between 1000:1 and 3000:1,
whereas printing papers average about 100:1.
2. Smoothness. Colour and tonal transitions
must be smooth and gradual. A blocky rendition
of a clear blue sky or a subject’s skin indicates
the profiling target didn't sample a wide
enough range of hues and tones. While some
interpolation between colours and tones
is inevitable when profiles are created, the
end result should always produce smooth
transitions. Printers are capable of outputting
hues and tones with very fine gradations so
lack of smoothness can almost always be
attributed to the quality of the profile in use.
3. Handling of out-of-gamut colours.
Out-of-gamut colours are hues that lie beyond
the range of colours the printer can reproduce.
A good profile should be able to move those
hues into the gamut your printer can reproduce,
yielding prints that look close to what you
remember of the original subject.

The correct printer driver and Photoshop settings for when you want to use a media profile you have
downloaded and installed.

Image editors like Photoshop list ICC profiles in the Document Profile menu in the Colour Management
section of the user interface. In this illustration, the profile for printing Ilford’s Galerie Smooth Pearl paper
with an Epson 3880 printer has been selected.
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OUTPUT TIPS

‘Try to understand the
motivation behind the picture:
What was the photographer
trying to achieve?’

Two pictures taken within three minutes of each other, one using a wide angle lens, the other a short telephoto.
The impact in the second shot comes from the ability of the longer lens to concentrate the viewer’s attention
on the key elements in the scene: the crepuscular lighting and the arrangement of light and dark elements
in the frame.
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Which of these pictures do you find more engaging
– the direct stare or the head turned away? You can
probably argue in favour of either one since the child is
clearly uncomfortable with the presence of the camera.
But I find the direct gaze more compelling.

OUTPUT TIPS

‘Knowing why
something
works can help
a photographer
to make better
choices.’
While there is no right or wrong way to
offer critique, it is important to know that
most people would like to receive feedback
that they can learn from and that will help
to improve their future picture-taking. Try to
understand the motivation behind the picture:
What was the photographer trying to achieve?
Did he/she have any specific concepts in
mind when setting up the camera and/or
framing the shot?
Once the ‘what’ and ‘why’ questions have been
addressed, you’re able to offer some alternatives.
For novice photographers, it also opens avenues
for explaining techniques the shooter may not
have encountered, such as depth of field control
or white balance fine-tuning.
This lets you move on to more technical
aspects like where the photographer focused.
Was there a reason to focus upon a particular
area? How does that affect the mood of the
picture or the way the viewer’s eyes are directed?
Questions like: Would the composition be
more effective if you used a longer lens?…moved
off to the right/left a bit?…shot from closer to
the ground/ above the subject?…used a rule-ofthirds composition? - can give the creator of the
picture different ways to view the subject.
Similarly, statements like: That tree in the
centre of the frame dominates the picture but,
for me, the background sets up some conflicts
that draw my eye away from the main subject.
Maybe you could try a shallower depth of field
to emphasise the tree’s dominance.
Knowing why something works, even if it is for
only one viewer, can help a photographer to make
better choices the next time they shoot.
Where should you put the horizon in landscape shots when both the foreground and the sky are interesting?
Should you focus on that trail of footprints leading out to the horizon? Or is it better to take in those sweeping
clouds and their reflections in the water below them? If you can’t decide, take two shots; that way you can
enjoy both of them.
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COMPETITIONS

Shadow Dancing
By Terry Charles
4th winner Image Review 12
Nikon D750; Tamron SP 24-70mm lens

Foggy Day @ Milford Sound was just that. Taken on a cruise
of the Sound. Was not blessed with full sun all day but still
kept shooting.
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Don’s response
Milford Sound is without question one of the
world's great landscapes. Its combination of
precipitous cliffs and often spectacular weather
almost guarantees a memorable photographic
experience. Photographer Terry Charles' picture
from the stern has captured the famous location
in a dramatic mood. I like the way the curving
line of the wake leads our eye into the mysterious
distance where that hazy shaft of sunlight comes
down from on high.

COMPETITIONS

New Holland Honey Eater
By Ron Johnson
Nikon D500; Sigma 150-600mm lens @ 600mm; Handheld

A beautiful little New Holland Honey Eater in our back
garden, approximately 30 metres away.

Don’s response
Proving once again that you needn't traipse
off to the ends of the earth for a nice picture,
Ron Johnson's backyard portrait ticks all the
boxes of the genre. The focus is clean and
sharp where it matters, the exposure's bang
on and the background is untroubled by visual
distraction. The open beak (mid-call?) provides
a welcome touch of animation.
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